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‘Film In Thailand’ is published by the Thailand Film Office 
to promote and support Thailand as an international 

film destination.

Edited by Paul Spurrier
Designed by Jannik Lofdahl

Cover photo taken at the press conference for the Thailand 
International Film Destination Festival 2014.

From L to R:
Ms. Panward Hemmanee (Actress), Mr Suwat Sidthilaw 

(Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and Sports), Mr Arnupap 
Gaesornsuwan (Director General, Department of Tourism), Ms. Apinya 

Sakuljaroensuk (Actress), Mr. Jirayu La-ongmanee (Actor)

To subscribe to ‘Film In Thailand’, or to submit articles for inclusion, 
please contact paul@films.in.th

For information or advice on filming in Thailand, contact:

Thailand Film Office, Department of Tourism
Ministry of Tourism and Sports

Rama 1 Road, Bangkok 10330 Thailand
Tel. 66-2219-4010-7 Ext. 462-463, 634 , 66-2216-6907 Fax. 66-2216-6656

www.thailandfilmoffice.org E-mail: film@thailandfilmoffice.org

THE THAILAND 
INTERNATIONAL FILM 
DESTINATION FESTIVAL

THE THAILAND FILM OFFICE DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM ANNOUNCES

On 4th April, 2014, a Press Conference launched the 2014 

festival with the slogan 'Thailand... Take 2. Action!' It is the 

second year of the festival, hence the 'Take 2'. 'Action' is not 

only the single word that launches the filming of every single 

scene, but is also one of the genres for which Thailand is 

famous. Those film-makers who have filmed in Thailand will 

also have experienced that when Thai crews come to 'action', 

amazing work can be achieved.

This year, the festival will feature seventeen films from across 

the world, sharing one thing in common – all brought their 

cast and crew to film in Thailand. We are proud to present a 

number of premieres, previews and a selection of classics.

The festival will organize the 'Amazing Thailand Film 

Challenge', which will bring students and professional 

filmmakers from across the world to experience for them-

selves the extraordinary locations in Thailand, and ask them 

to make a short film in which they capture Thailand with 

their own unique vision.

A Locations Workshop will train the location managers of the 

future to work to international standards, with a world-re-

nowned location manager, Chris Baugh, whose latest film 

'Transcendence' will hit Thai cinemas soon.

Finally, the Red Carpet and Awards ceremony will celebrate 

the achievements of those who have contributed to the 

glamour and action of Thailand's international film industry.

Information on all the events is included in this special edition 

of 'Film In Thailand'. 
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THAILAND INTERNATIONAL FILM 
DESTINATION FESTIVAL 2014

SCREENING SCHEDULE

ALL FILMS WILL PLAY AT THE PARAGON CINEPLEX, 
5TH FLOOR, SIAM PARAGON

 1st Screening 

2.30 PM Good Morning Vietnam (121 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM Street Fighter: The Legend of Chun-Li (98 mins)

 Q&A with Geoff Boyle – Cinematographer

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM Trafficker (79 mins)

 Q&A with Director, Producer and Main Cast

 1st Screening 

2.15 PM The White Storm (140 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM Only God Forgives (90 mins)

 Q&A with Cast members and Cinematographer

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM The Lazarus Papers (aka The Mercenary) (89 mins)

 Q&A with Director and Cast members
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 1st Screening 

3.00 PM Trafficker (79 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM Out of Inferno (107 mins) (3d)

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM Glory Days (109 mins)

 Q&A with Director and Producer

 1st Screening 

2.30 PM Glory Days (109 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM Scorpion King III (106 mins)

 Q&A with Lead Actress, and Crew members

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (186 mins)SA
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 1st Screening 

3.00 PM Ninja: Shadow of a Tear (94 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM The Mark: Redemption (94 mins)

 Q&A with Director and cast members

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM The Man with the Golden Gun (125 mins)
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 1st Screening 

2.15 PM The Killing Fields (142 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM Tomorrow Never Dies (119 mins)

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM A Stranger In Paradise (82 mins)

 Q&A with Director, Producer 

 and Cast members

 1st Screening 

3.00 PM A Stranger In Paradise (82 mins)

 2nd Screening 

5.00 PM Secret Sharer (103 mins)

 Q&A with Producer

 3rd Screening 

7.30 PM Ninja: Shadow of a Tear (94 mins)

 Q&A with Producer, Cinematographer 

 and Cast members
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ALL SCREENINGS ARE FREE OF CHARGE.

TICKETS CAN BE BOOKED IN ADVANCE 

BY CALLING 096 324 2642
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ON SET WITH THE 
DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM

The production from China was shooting at 

Stu Baan Rig, (included in the round-up of 

local studio facilities in January's 'Film in 

Thailand'). 

'Ultimate Energy' might seem an unusual 

production to be shooting in Thailand, since 

the production is not set in Thailand, and 

makes little use of Thai locations.

Many of the scenes are shot with the actors 

performing in front of a chroma green screen. 

Technicians monitor tracking marks and take 

lighting samples so that in post-production, a 

CG world will be created around the actors.

There are probably three main factors which 

producers consider when choosing a country 

to host their film production.

1.   The 'match' between the locations available 

in a country, and the locations described in 

the script.

2.   The ability of that country to provide the 

skills, facilities, and equipment that will 

produce the highest quality.he co

3.   The costs of shooting in a country.  

It is perhaps true to say that in the past, the 

scenery and locations of Thailand were what 

attracted most productions to Thailand. 

Even if the story was not set in Thailand,  

the production found the beaches, jungles, 

mountains or rural landscape that matched 

their script.

However, 'Ultimate Energy' is one of a growing 

number of productions that have chosen 

Thailand as a location not because of its 

natural locations, but purely because of the 

talent, skills, facilities and economy. 

Mr Poomchusri was keen to understand why 

Thailand was chosen as the place to make this 

film, and to find out how the Thailand 

production services industry can build upon  

its success.

He sat with the producer, Noah Weinzweig, 

and the production co-ordinator, Tom Waller 

of DeWarrenne Films and discussed the 

experience of filming in Thailand.

The feedback was extremely positive. But the 

Deputy Director General was equally keen to 

hear where services could be improved. Issues 

such as VAT and visa processes were dis-

cussed, and Mr Poomchusri promised to 

explore further.

We asked Mr Pooomchusri about his visit.

Do you find visits like this one today 

rewarding?

Well, I'm a great film fan. I go to the cinema 

every week. So I am very grateful that I am in 

a position where I can contribute in some way 

to the film-making process. So on a personal 

FESTIVAL PERSONALITY

(LtoR) Producer Noah Weinzweig, 
Deputy Director General, Department 
of Tourism, Pasit Poomchusri, 
Production Co-ordinator Tom Waller.

The Thailand Film Office, 
which produces this 
publication comes under the 
authority of the Department 
of Tourism, Ministry of 
Tourism and Sports. Recently, 
the Deputy Director General, 
Pasit Poomchusri visited the 
set of 'Ultimate Energy'.

INTERVIEW WITH PASIT POOMCHUSRI – DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM
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level, today's visit is fascinating. But also, 

professionally, I learn a lot about the 

technical and logistical requirements.  

When shaping industry policy, it is vital  

to have an understanding of the working 

practices and requirements of that industry.

The international film production services 

industry has grown substantially in recent 

years, and produced a number of high- 

profile films. Are you pleased with the 

achievements?

I have always been keen to see international 

films shot in Thailand, since I was a child and 

saw James Bond films come to our country. 

In recent years, we've seen an increase in 

the number of productions coming to 

Thailand, and I'm happy to see that. It has 

also helped our local industry to learn from 

the techniques used by the international 

industry, and to raise the standard of 

equipment available in Thailand. Of course 

in  recent years we have seen increased 

competition to attract international films. 

This has forced Thailand to work harder, 

improve standards, and find new ways to 

attract international productions. There are 

many benefits that come from attracting 

international production, not least of which 

is the promotion of tourism. There are a 

number of locations that have become 

world-famous as a result of their appearance 

in films. But there are still many areas that 

are yet to be explored in film.

What is the purpose of visiting the set today?

This is an opportunity for me to sit down 

with the Producer, and gain honest feedback 

from him about his experience in Thailand.  

I can learn not only where we are getting it 

right, where our value lies, but also find out 

what obstacles the production has faced, and 

how we can improve. In the past, perhaps 

the focus was on the films of Europe and 

America, but we are now seeing films 

coming to Thailand from all over the world. 

This particular film is from China, but we're 

also seeing productions from India, Russia 

and many different countries.

There are obviously a number of dedicated 

staff within your department whose role it is 

to assist and promote international film 

production services. Do you still feel there is 

value in your personal interest?

Of course, no system is perfect, and there will 

always be weaknesses. But in order for us to 

adapt and improve, problems have to be 

identified and communicated to a senior level. 

That's why I feel it is one of my duties to 

represent the Department of Tourism and 

visit personally, so that I can hear first-hand 

the experience of visiting producers. I also 

want international producers to feel welcome 

and valued, and there's no better way for me 

to express that than to visit personally. 

In what areas can your department assist film 

production in Thailand?

Firstly, through the Thailand Film Office,  

we are responsible for giving permission to 

international productions to film in Thailand. 

We strive to make that process as rapid, clear 

and transparent as possible.

Secondly, we look at economic assistance.  

We are looking very seriously at the issue  

of incentives, and how that can be best 

achieved. 

Thirdly, we work with local production 

services companies to ensure that visiting 

productions receive a high standard of 

service.

What sort of films are not welcome to film  

in Thailand?

Of course, all film crews must bring a budget 

with them, so one could say that all films have 

some positive effect on the economy. From 

the perspective of the Department of 

Tourism, the exposure that Thailand gains 

can be invaluable, even if it's only three 

minutes in a whole film. Sometimes a film  

is not set in Thailand, but even then, Thailand 

is listed in the credits, so there is a promotion-

al value. The only time that we would object is 

if a film has the intent of damaging Thailand's 

reputation. Examples of this would be scenes 

of pornography, excessive violence or 

drug-abuse.

The Thailand International Film Destination 

Festival is about to enter its second year.  

What do you hope that it will achieve?

Last year, we saw a number of benefits. 

Obviously the festival received coverage in the 

trade press, and this helps us to maintain a 

strong presence in the global market. However, 

just as important is the personal connection to 

film-makers and producers who visit the 

festival. We find that very few film-makers 

come only once to Thailand. Very often, after 

their first experience filming in Thailand, 

producers and directors return again and 

again. It is important for Thailand to nurture 

relationships like these on a personal level. 

I also believe that it is extremely valuable to 

show the Thai people themselves the great 

work that is done by the film industry. All 

visiting productions rely upon the co-operation 

and goodwill of the Thai people, whether it is 

in obtaining permission to shoot in a particular 

location, or recruiting local people to act as 

extras, or using the resources of local or 

national bodies such as the armed forces or the 

national forests. We want to demonstrate to 

the Thai people that the production services 

industry of Thailand is something to be proud 

of, and we must work together as a nation to 

ensure that we give a warm welcome and full 

co-operation to visiting films. One hears stories 

from other countries of local people raising 

prices when a film crew comes to town, of 

location fees suddenly being increased even 

though they have already been negotiated, of 

extortion, etc. That is not in the nature of Thai 

people, and the welcome that production crew 

receive is one of the key attractions of Thailand. 

Do you enjoy visiting sets like this?

As I said before, I love films, and go to the 

cinema almost every weekend. So I feel very 

lucky to be in a job where I play a small part in 

assisting films to get made. Every time I visit a 

set, I see new techniques, new filming styles. 

However much we know, there is always room 

to learn and increase our knowledge. Thailand 

has achieved much. But we must recognise 

that there is increased competion, and we must 

constantly strive to improve, so that Thailand 

can maintain its reputation for the most skilled 

crews, most advanced film infrastructure, and 

best value proposition in the region. 
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REPRESENTATIVES OF THE THAILAND FILM OFFICE 
ATTENDED THE HONG KONG FILMART IN APRIL.

Ubolwan Sucharitakul – Director of Thailand 

Film Office – says, “In the past, I think that 

countries looked primarily to the USA and 

Europe as a source of international production, 

but we're seeing that films from the region are 

becoming increasingly important to the film 

economy. Thailand has always been a popular 

location for films from Hong Kong. Now we're 

seeing much more interest from China. This 

means that the Hong Kong Filmart has become 

a very important market for us to attend.”

Ubolwan was at the market to promote 

Thailand as a film destination, to present new 

initiatives, and to announce the Thailand 

International Film Destination Festival 2014.

Unfortunately, the headlines that Thailand has 

been generating recently in the world press 

have not been very positive, with much atten-

tion being paid to the political situation. It was 

thus all the more important that the Thailand 

Film Office demonstrate that for the produc-

tion service industry, it is 'business as usual'. 

Ubolwan Sucharitakul says, “This has had an 

effect on the production services indus-

try, but this effect has been minimized by 

a positive approach by the Thailand Film 

Office and Thailand's production servic-

es companies in assuring the safety and 

confidence of producers. We have found that 

production companies and film-makers who 

have been to Thailand in the past have great 

faith in the  safety of the country, and have 

continued to come to Thailand throughout 

the period, with their productions unaffect-

ed by political issues. The first few months 

of 2014 have been busy for the production 

services industry in Thailand. However, 

those who are not familiar with Thailand , 

have perhaps been influenced by the news, 

and we have seen some postponements in 

production. It is primarily an issue of confi-

dence. Production has continued unaffected 

throughout the last few months, and we do 

not know of a single day filming lost due to 

the political problems.”

The Thailand Film Office also took the op-

portunity to release the latest figures. They 

showed a total of 717 productions filmed in 

Thailand in 2013, showing a rise in number 

every year for the last five years. Over the 

last eight years, revenue from incoming film 

productions has almost doubled to $67m.

NEWS

THE THAILAND FILM OFFICE 
AT FILMART, HONG KONG
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In the same period, the number of feature 

films has tripled, from 21 to 67 per year.

Analysis of the figures shows that while pro-

ductions from Japan, Australia, Europe and 

Korea have remained stable, there have been 

notable increases in productions coming from 

China, Hong Kong, and India.

With ASEAN integration just around the cor-

ner, the Thailand Film Office is anticipating a 

rise in productions from the region choosing 

to film in Thailand. The number of produc-

tions visiting from Malaysia has already seen 

an increase, and at Filmart this year there 

were a number of enquiries from Vietnam 

and Indonesia.

Ubolwan Sucharitakul says, “Many companies 

are now looking beyond their own country's 

borders and considering the potential market 

across the ASEAN region. We are seeing that 

commercials and feature films are increasing-

ly travelling overseas in order to give their 

productions a more trans-regional look.”

In her eight years at the Film Office, Ubolwan 

has seen a steady growth in the international 

production services industry in Thailand. 

“The work we do to promote, regulate and 

develop the production services industry in 

Thailand has long term effects. When we 

visit an individual market, or introduce a new 

policy, it is sometimes hard to see a short-term 

benefit. However, it is extremely gratifying to 

see that over this period, Thailand has devel-

oped a strong international reputation, and 

has seen a year-on-year rise in the number  

of visiting productions.

One of the projects for the coming year is 

to implement an on-line permit application 

process, which will make the process of 

applying to film in Thailand easier and more 

user-friendly. Software is under development 

to achieve this, and the Thailand Film Office 

hopes to roll it out towards the end of the year.

The 'Film In Thailand' newsletter was re-

launched at the end of  2013. It has met with 

a positive response, and now has a readership 

of over eight thousand industry professionals 

across the world.

Ubolwan Sucharitakul admits that the strong 

figures from last year may be tough to beat. 

However, she is confident that an increase in 

Asian production, combined with Thailand's 

experience and skills will allow Thailand to 

remain an attractive option for international 

production.

Announcing the second Thailand Interna-

tional Film Destination Festival, Ubolwan 

Sucharitakul said that the Thailand Interna-

tional Film Destination Festival has a number 

of important aims. 

“Firstly it is a clear sign of our continuing 

commitment to the production services 

industry. It shines a light on the talent, 

experience and facilities on offer in Thai-

land, and shows our dedication to developing 

and improving our skills. It also brings an 

important message to the people of Thailand 

– that through the films shot in Thailand, 

our country reaches the eyes of the world. 

Thailand's production services industry has 

produced much that we can be proud of, and 

will continue to develop.” 
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LOCATION MANAGER 
WORKSHOP

We probably all remember watching old 

Hollywood films set in the jungle, where it was 

rather obvious that the stars had never left 

California. Judicious use of local forests, 

backlots, and lots of potted plants, supplement-

ed by stock-shots of lions, giraffes and 

alligators could transport us to Africa, Asia,  

or anywhere in the world.

Of course there were film-makers who 

ventured to foreign lands. Directors Henry 

MacRae and Merian C. Cooper were amongst 

the early pioneers who travelled to Thailand to 

shoot their films. But the time, cost and effort 

of such an endeavour was significant, and 

studios, requiring films to be made quickly and 

cost-efficiently often pressured directors to 

shoot on the back-lot.

Modern audiences, however, are not satisfied 

with fake palm-trees and rubber crocodiles. 

Films must have authenticity, scale, and the 

atmosphere that can only be gained from 

travelling to a real location.

The James Bond films are a prime example  

of productions which thrill audiences not 

only with their exciting plots and action, 

 but by filming in exotic and breathtaking 

landscapes.

A more recent development has been the 

relocation of films as a budgetary measure. 

Countries as diverse as Mexico, Bulgaria and 

China have developed production services 

industries based on the economy of production.

Very often, a location manager will be 

employed months before production starts to 

scour the world for the best locations at the 

best cost. Even films which are primarily 

studio-based look carefully at the economic 

advantages of filming in different countries.

Thailand is one of the countries that has 

benefitted from this production migration,  

and presents an attractive option to producers 

seeking exotic backgrounds and cost-effective 

production facilities and crews.

When an international production first visits 

Thailand, the producers may be exploring the 

potential of filming here, or they may have 

already made the decision to base production 

here. In either case, one of the first people they 

will need to employ is a local location manager. 

The job of location manager requires a number 

of different skills.

Firstly, they must have a strong knowledge of 

the locations available in Thailand. They often 

have their own database of images of different 

regions of Thailand which they can present.

But they also need to understand the varying 

and complex demands of production. A large 

production can often carry over one hundred 

A THAILAND INTERNATIONAL FILM DESTINATION FESTIVAL EVENT
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vehicles including all the trucks, generators 

and vans required to move the production 

around. These all require parking spaces.

The crew will require accommodation.  

A location may be perfect for the scene, but 

if there is no hotel nearby, it is not viable.

When a crew turns up on location, they 

must be sure that proper contracts have 

secured the necessary permissions, both  

of private owners and local authorities. 

These legal and logistical demands must  

be satisfied by the location manager.

The job of a location manager is also a 

creative one. A location manager must  

be able to read the script, talk to the  

director and understand not only the 

geography of a required location, but  

the atmosphere required to meet the 

director's creative vision. 

Since a location manager will often be 

presenting his ideas to the director and 

producer, it is also extremely beneficial to 

have good presentation skills – to be able to 

present potential locations in such a way that 

the director can see how it fits his vision.

The job of a location manager is one that  

is extremely important, but little formal 

training exists. Most location managers  

rise from being location assistants or  

location scouts.

Thailand is fortunate to have some extremely 

experienced and professional location 

managers, who combine their own knowledge 

with latest technology GPS and drone 

photogaphy.

However, their skills put them in high 

demand, and the Thailand Film Office is  

keen to nurture a new generation of  

location managers. 

For this reason, the Thailand International 

Film Destination Festival is holding an 

intensive one-day workshop to guide location 

managers through the process of working on 

international productions.

We are delighted to be able to welcome Chris 

Baugh – one of Hollywood's top location 

managers – to lead the workshop.

Chris has worked on the Academy Award 

winning film 'Argo', 'Angels and Demons', 

'Charlie Wilson's War', 'The Holiday' and  

has just completed work on 'Transcendence', 

starring Johnny Depp, Morgan Freeman,  

and Kate Mara.

He will guide the workshop attendees 

through the process of a Hollywood film,  

and reveal some of the secrets of the trade.

A practical exercise will see Chris setting a 

locations challenge to the attendees, and they Chris Baugh

will demonstrate their skills at a scout, recce, 

and presentation.

There are places for up to fifty attendees, and 

priority will be given to those employed within 

the production industry and particularly those 

employed as part of the location team.

However, observers are welcome, and can call 

086 296 3456 to reserve a place. 
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THE RED CARPET 
AND AWARDS 
CEREMONY

This is a chance to announce the winners of 

the Amazing Thailand Film Challenge, and to 

honour some of our special guests; the 

film-makers and actors who have contributed 

to the films screened in the festival, and in 

doing so have raised the profile of Thailand as 

a world film destination.

Last year we honoured Iain Smith OBE, who 

produced such great films as 'The Killing 

Fields',  being screened this year at the 

festival, Oxide Pang, whose film 'Out of 

Inferno' will play this year, Djimon Hounsou, 

who starred in the film 'Elephant White' shot 

in Thailand, and Zhu Zhu, whose film 'Secret 

Sharer' will play in the festival.

This year's event will be just as glamorous.

Attendance is by invitation only.

If you are an industry professional who would 

like to request an invitation, please contact 

Khun Suteera at suteera14@hotmail.com

THAILAND INTERNATIONAL FILM DESTINATION FESTIVAL

On 29th April, 2014, the 
festival will close with a 
glamorous Awards ceremony 
which will take place at the 
Siam Paragon.
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In celebration of the contribution that Thai-

land makes each year to international film 

productions, the Thailand International Film 

Destination Festival will present a series of 

screenings entitled 'Thailand on Screen'.

Screenings will take place at the Siam Paragon 

Cineplex from 22nd to 28th April, with three 

screenings daily.

•  All screenings will be free to attend.

•  All films will have Thai subtitles.

•  All screenings will be available for  

advance booking.

•  A number of the films will feature a Q&A 

with the director or key creative talent 

and stars.

Seventeen films have been selected for  

screening.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 'THAILAND ON SCREEN'

SPECIAL PREVIEW FOR 'TRAFFICKER'

Director Larry Smith has allowed us to pre-

view his directorial début 'Trafficker'. Smith is 

a well-known and award-winning cinematog-

rapher, who worked with Stanley Kubrick as 

gaffer on 'The Shining' and 'Barry Lyndon'. He 

was director of photography on Kubrick's last 

ever film 'Eyes Wide Shut'. He won widespread 

praise for his cinematography on 'Only God 

Forgives' (also playing in this year's festival). 

'Trafficker' promises all the mood and atmos-

phere which he brings to his films visually, in a 

gritty story of a young Vietnamese-Australian 

who is pushed to his limits by the demands 

of a triad gang. Thailand's own Guy Ratch-

anont Suprakob stars alongside Golden Globe 

award-winning actress, Amanda Donohoe.

WORLD PREMIERE FOR 'GLORY DAYS'

Twenty years after their band broke up, a  

television reality show wants them to return. 

But the producer now lives in Thailand. So, 

rock band 'The Spiders' must travel to Thailand 

in a last-chance bid to recapture the 'glory 

days'. This film has been a labour of love for 

director Roy Alfred Jr., who also wrote, edited, 

and composed music for his début feature. We 

are proud to present it at the Thailand Interna-

tional Film Destination Festival. Richard Tyson 

(There's Something About Mary, Kindergarten 

Cop, Black Hawk Down) stars, with cameos by 

numerous music stars including Frank Stallone 

and Steven Adler.

SPECIAL PREVIEW OF 'SECRET SHARER'

Peter Fudakowski, who produced the Os-

car-winning film 'Tsotsi' directs a modern 

interpretation of Joseph Conrad's 1909 short 

story 'The Secret Sharer'. In the original story, 

a sea captain rescues a naked young man from 

the water, a fugitive from justice, and hides 

him. Fudakowski's film changes the young 

man to a beautiful Chinese girl, played by the 

rising actress Zhu Zhu (Cloud Atlas). With 

much of the action taking place on board the 

massive freight ship, the film was an extraordi-

nary logistical exercise for its Thai production 

team. They will tell us how it was achieved.

A MODERN INDIAN CLASSIC WITH 'BHAAG 

MILKHA BHAAG'

Milka Singh became known as the 'Flying Sikh'. 

At the 1960 Olympic games his fourth-place 

time in the 400 metres was an Indian national 

record which held for almost forty years. He 

represented India three different Olympic 

games, and won a gold medal at the Common-

wealth Games. He is a national sporting icon, 

and a symbol of honourable sporting values. 

When he sold the rights to make a film of his 

life, he asked for only one rupee as a fee, but in-

sisted that a share of the profits would be given 

to his charitable trust. The film shows not only 

his success, but the struggles of his early life, 

orphaned by the violence of the India-Pakistan 

partition. It is a wonderful example of Indian 

cinema, which has won 33 awards. 

ACTION FILMS IN THAILAND

The theme of this year's festival is 'Thailand 

– Take 2 – ACTION!'  A number of action 

films have been selected for the festival, 

from older films like 'Streetfighter: The  

Legend of Chun Li', to the Thailand big-

screen premières of 'Ninja: Shadow of a  

Tear' and 'A Stranger in Paradise'. Thai  

stunt and action teams have proven through 

their work in many films that Thailand can  

produce exciting action scenes. 'Ninja:  

Shadow of A Tear' is a masterfully  

choreographed film, where martial arts 

reach almost balletic perfection.

FILMS FROM CHINA/HONG KONG

Ever since Bruce Lee shot 'The Big Boss' in 

Thailand, it has become a popular destination 

for films from Hong Kong and now from 

China. We present the Thai premières of 

two recent films 'The White Storm' and 'Out 

of Inferno'. 'Out of Inferno' tells the story of 

firefighters, and required a lot of complex py-

rotechnic effects as well as finding locations 

that could be set on fire. Thailand was able to 

provide the locations and the expertise. It will 

be presented in 3d.

CLASSICS

We are proud to present two classic films shot 

in Thailand – 'The Killing Fields' and 'Good 

Morning Vietnam'. We will be screening the 

restored digital copies, never seen on the big 

screen in Thailand. 

BOND IN THAILAND

It is forty years since Christopher Lee playing 

the evil Scaramanga took up home on Thai-

land's Ko Tapu island in the film 'The Man 

with the Golden Gun'. As a result, the islands 

of Phuket became world famous, and Ko Tapu 

is still widely known as 'James Bond Island'. 

Pierce Brosnan returned to Thailand when he 

played the iconic secret agent in 'Tomorrow 

Never Dies'. We are playing both these classic 

Bond films.

THAILAND ON SCREEN 
INTRODUCTION
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A STRANGER 
IN PARADISE

Synopsis

Josh Pratt—smooth, charming Wall Street 

Broker—finds his world turned upside down 

when he discovers his firm is under investiga-

tion and his boss faces insider trading 

charges. Josh takes a vacation to avoid 

questioning, which begins his journey deep 

into Bangkok’s underbelly of crime, violence, 

drugs, prostitution, and murder. 

About the Director:

Corrado Jay Boccia was born in South 

Africa. In 1988 he sold his first Screenplay 

“ Tyger Tyger Burning Bright”. In 1991 he 

opened Bianglala Pictures producing 

numerous Award winning Television 

Commercials with Jennifer Lopez, Brad 

Pitt, Kevin Costner, Nicholas Cage, John 

Travolta, Anthony Hopkins, Harrison Ford 

George Clooney. 

In 2001 Jay Boccia started 24/7 Films in 

LA. “A Stranger in Paradise” is the first of a 

Slate of 24/7 Projects.

Festival comment

What stands out here is Boccia's assured, 

fast-paced direction and keen visual eye. 

As the action races through the Bangkok 

streets, Boccia captures a dark and moody 

side of Bangkok. Whilst it is Boccia's 

directorial debut, it marks him out as a 

talent to watch.

THAI PREMIERE

A Stranger in Paradise

Dir: Corrado Jay Boccia
Writer: Corrado Jay Boccia, Taryn Hillin
2013
U.S.A.
85 mins.

Cast:
Colin Egglesfield
Catalina Sandino Moreno
Byron Mann
Stuart Townsend

Producer: Daemon Hillin

Production Company: 
Benetone Hillin Entertainment
Contact: daemon@benetonehillin.com 
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BHAAG 
MILKHA BHAAG

Synopsis

The true story of the "Flying Sikh" – world 

champion runner and Olympian Milkha 

Singh – who overcame the massacre of his 

family, civil war during the India-Pakistan 

partition, and homelessness to become one of 

India's most iconic athletes. He infamously 

lost the biggest race of his life at the 1960 

Rome Olympics. But through the darkness  

of disgrace comes redemption as Milkha 

confronts the demons that first drove him  

to running. 

About the Director:

Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra was born in 

New Delhi. His father worked for the 

Claridges hotel. His first job was selling 

vacuum cleaners. He entered the film 

industry making television commercials, 

eventually earning clients such as Pepsi, 

Toyota and American Express. His film 

'Rang De Basanti' in 2006 won a number 

of awards and was the official Indian entry 

to the Academy Awards. A crucial part of 

the plot involves the death of an air force 

pilot, whose plane has been repaired with 

inferior parts, due to corruption. The film 

was credited with bringing the dangers of 

corruption to public attention.

Festival comment

A number of Indian films are shot in 

Thailand every year, and this is a fine 

example of the skills and talents of Indian 

film-makers. This is much more than a 

conventional sports biopic, instead 

revealing the main character's battle 

against grief, anger and tragedy, and how 

he struggles to find an inner peace. 

The central performance by Akhtar is 

outstanding. The film was an enormous 

hit, and deservedly swept the board at a 

number of Indian film festivals. 

MODERN CLASSIC

WINNER OF 

NINE AWARDS AT 

THE IIFA AWARDS

WINNER OF NINE AWARDS 

AT THE APSARA 

FILM PRODUCERS 

GUILD AWARDS

Bhaag Milkha Bhaag
(International version)

Dir: Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra
Writer: Prasoon Joshi
India
2013
186 mins.

Cast:
Farhan Akhtar
Sonam Kapoor
Art Malik
Rebecca Breeds

Producer: P.S. Bharathi, Rajiv Tandon

Production Company: 
Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra Pictures
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GLORY DAYS

Synopsis

Twenty years after an acrimonious break-up, 

rock band "The Spiders" are asked to re-form 

as the subject of a Reality Show. However, 

the band's original producer and songwriter 

is now living in Thailand, forcing the four 

remaining members to abandon their 

mundane lives, to once more pursue their 

quest for "Glory Days". 

About the Director:

Roy Alfred Jr. has spent more than 25 

years in the music and film industry. He 

has worked in music since he was a child 

and plays 5 instruments as well as being a 

composer, producer and songwriter. He 

has directed music videos, documentaries, 

and short films over the years. GloryDays 

is his first feature film. He wrote, directed, 

and composed most of the original music 

for the film.

Festival comment

In the debut film by Roy Alfred Jr., 

Thailand is the spark that reignites the 

dreams of the band 'The Spiders'. So it 

seems fitting that Thailand plays host to 

the world premiere of 'Glory Days'. This 

feel-good film combines Alfred's talents as 

a director and as a musician, with an 

uplifting story, and a great music track.

THAI PREMIERE

Glory Days

Dir: Roy Alfred Jr.
Writer: Roy Alfred Jr. 
2013
U.S.A.
109 mins.

Cast:
Richard Tyson
'Run' Natthamonkarn Srinikornchot
Steven Adler
Joe Perry
Vithaya Pansringarm

Producer: Kaprice Kea, Tim Carr, Ivy Isenberg

Production Company: 
Radical Entertainment Design
Contact: glorydayscontact@gmail.com
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GOOD MORNING 
VIETNAM

Synopsis

A new Disc Jockey is shipped from Crete to 

Vietnam to bring humor to Armed Forces 

Radio. He turns the studio on its ear and 

becomes wildly popular with the troops but 

runs afoul of the middle management who 

think he isn't G.I. enough. While he is off the 

air, he tries to meet Vietnamese especially 

girls, and begins to have brushes with the real 

war that never appears on the radio. 

About the Director:

Barry Levinson, born in Baltimore, 

Maryland, started his career writing on 

television shows for comedians such as 

Marty Feldman and Carol Burnett, then 

wrote for Mel Brooks, with 'Silent Movie' 

and 'High Anxiety'. He directed a series of 

nostalgic films set in Baltimore – 'Diner', 

'Avalon' and 'Liberty Heights'.

He has gone on to direct over twenty films, 

many of them box office hits. Perhaps his 

biggest success was 'Rain Man' which won 

four Academy Awards.

Festival comment

Featuring what is possibly Robin Williams' 

best ever film performance, 'Good 

Morning Vietnam' not only provided a 

great vehicle for his comedic talents,  

but also revealed a more subtle, dramatic 

talent. Thailand has been used to stand  

in for Vietnam many times in films,  

but never so hilariously. Look out for 

Thailand's own Chintara Sukapatana,  

who has starred in many Thai films.

CLASSIC

GOLDEN GLOBE 

– BEST PERFORMANCE 

BY AN ACTOR

ACADEMY AWARD 

NOMINATION 

– BEST ACTOR

Good Morning Vietnam

Dir: Barry Levinson
Writer: Mitch Markowitz
1987
U.S.A.
121 mins.

Cast:
Robin Williams
Forest Whitaker
Bruno Kirby
JT Walsh
Chintara Sukapatana

Producer: Mark Johnson, Larry Brezner

Production Company: Touchstone Pictures
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THE MARK: 
REDEMPTION

Synopsis

Moments after parachuting from Flight 777, 

former Marine Chad Turner (Craig Scheffer) 

and flight attendant Dao (Sonia Couling) find 

themselves descending into a world of 

madness. Panic and chaos plague the streets, 

and cities are on fire. But they have even 

greater problems. They're being hunted by a 

team of mercenaries lead by Joseph Pike 

(Gary Daniel) and funded by the power-hun-

gry, Phillip Turk with orders to extract the 

biometric microchip living in Chad Turner's 

body and prepare it for the masses. The only 

hope to protect the microchip and prevent it 

from falling into the hands of evil is for Chad 

to summon all his elite skills in battle to outrun 

and outlast the forces against him and call on 

a higher power to provide the necessary 

strength to prevail 

About the Director:

Mr. Chankin has over fourteen years’ 

experience in the entertainment industry 

as a Producer and Director on over 60 

projects, including movies, live concerts, 

one-man shows, television series, 

commercials and documentaries. He has 

created and sold reality shows to Discov-

ery Channel, A&E, and MTV, produced 

live concerts, music videos, documentaries, 

and one man live-shows for television. His 

clients include Bee Gees, Robin Gibb, Sir 

Paul McCartney, Ice-T, Eminem, Wyclef,  

and Joe Jackson. Most recently Mr. 

Chankin has ventured into the faith and 

family market because of his belief in 

promoting a positive message by producing 

and distributing high quality products to 

an under developed market. 

Festival comment

In recent years, a number of film-makers 

have made films which include messages 

based on the teachings of the New 

Testament. Unfortunately, many of these 

have been high on faith and low on 

entertainment. However, James Chankin 

has realised that to quote the old phrase  

“if you can't beat 'em, join 'em”. He has 

made the second film in his Mark series 

with a strong plot, Hollywood production 

values, and high action scenes. Thus he 

has made an entertaining film and 

maximised his audience without sacrific-

ing his religious values. 

THAI PREMIERE

The Mark: Redemption

Dir: James Chankin
Writer: Paul Duran, Leland Jourdan
U.S.A.
94 mins.

Cast:
Craig Sheffer
Sonia Couling
Eric Roberts

Producer: James Chankin 

Production Company: Chankin Entertainment
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ONLY GOD FORGIVES  

Synopsis

Julian (Ryan Gosling), a respected figure in 

the criminal underworld of Bangkok, runs a 

Thai boxing club and smuggling ring with his 

brother Billy. Billy is suddenly murdered and 

their crime lord matriarch, Crystal (Kristin 

Scott Thomas) arrives from London to bring 

back the body. When Jenna forces Julian to 

settle the score with his brother's killers, Julian 

finds himself in the ultimate showdown. 

About the Director:

Nicolas Winding Refn was born in 

Copenhagen, Denmark. Aged 8 he moved 

to New York with his parents. At 17, Nicolas 

completed his high school education in 

Copenhagen, but  swiftly flew back to New 

York where he attended the American 

Academy of Dramatic Arts, but when 

Nicolas threw a desk at a classroom wall, he 

was excelled. He applied to the Danish Film 

School, but one month prior to the start of 

term Nicolas dropped out.  

A short film Nicolas had written, directed 

and starred in was aired on cable TV and 

Nicolas was offered 3.2 million kroners to 

turn it into a feature. At only 24, Nicolas 

had written and directed the extremely 

violent and uncompromising, Pusher (1996). 

His second film 'Bleeder' was selected for 

the 1999 Venice International Film Festival 

as well as winning the prestigious FIPRESCI 

Prize in Sarajevo. Nicolas' third feature, the 

much-anticipated Fear X received its world 

premiere at Sundance Film festival. He 

subsquently completed two more films in 

the Pusher Trilogy. Bronson (2009), an 

ultra-violent, surreal, and escapist film 

following the real life landmarks and 

self-entrapment of Britain's most notorious 

criminal, Charles Bronson. Sundance Film 

Festival 2009 selected the film for its World 

Cinema Dramatic Competition , Nicolas was 

the winner of the Emerging Master Award 

from the Philadelphia International Film 

Festival 2005.  

Festival comment

When it was released last year 'Only God 

Forgives' met rave reviews and damning 

critique. Some were shocked by its 

extreme violence. Others praised it for the 

fact that the violence was indeed 

shocking as violence should be shocking. 

Some found its potent visual and 

directorial style too obtrusive. Others 

found it a powerful artistic statement. 

Some found the main character enigmatic 

to the point of dull. Others praised 

Gosling's understated performance. A film 

that will surely spark debate for many 

years to come, it deserves to be seen. One 

thing cannot be denied – Refn burrows 

deep into the soul of Bangkok, exploring 

its dark innards. Watch also for the 

remarkable performance by Thailand's 

own Vithaya Pansringarm, who has 

appeared in many international films,  

but truly shines here.

ACTION

Only God Forgives

Dir: Nicolas Winding Refn
Writer: Nicolas Winding Refn
Denmark / France
2013
90 mins.

Cast:
Ryan Gosling
Kristen Scott Thomas
Vithaya Pansringarm
Yayaying Rhatha Phongam

Producer: Lene Børglum, Sidonie Dumas, 
Vincent Maraval

Production Company: Bold Film / Film i Väst 
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STREET FIGHTER: 
THE LEGEND OF CHUN-LI

Synopsis

When a teenager, Chun-Li witnesses the 

kidnapping of her father by wealthy crime 

lord M. Bison. When she grows up, she goes 

into a quest for vengeance and becomes the 

famous crime-fighter of the Street Fighter 

universe. 

About the Director:

Bartkowiak came from the highly regarded 

Polish Film school in Lódz. He moved to the 

U.S.A. In 1972 and started working in 

commercials. After working as cinematog-

rapher on 'Prince of the City' for Sidney 

Lumet, Bartkowiak was kept busy for the 

next twelve years, photographing  eleven 

films with Lumet. 'Speed' in 1994 proved 

that he could shoot action, and he went on 

to be cinematographer on 'Dante's Peak', 

'U.S. Marshals' and 'Lethal Weapon 4'. His 

directorial debut 'Romeo Must Die' in 2004, 

led to a parallel career as a director. 

Festival comment

Video games used to be spin-offs from 

feature films. Now it is equally often that 

films are spin-offs from video games. 

'Street Fighter' uses the skills of its talented 

stunt and action teams to a level where 

they appear almost to defy the laws of 

physics – much as video game characters 

can do. The fighting style is exaggerated, 

fast and incredibly complex. Once again, 

Thailand's fight teams show that there are 

few countries in the world that can rival 

Thailand for the enthusiasm, skill and 

daring of the stuntmen. 

THAILAND ACTION

Street Fighter: The Legend of Chun-Li

Dir: Andrzej Bartkowiak 
Writer: Justin Marks
Cinematographer: Geoff Boyle
2009
U.S.A.
96 mins.

Cast:
Kristin Kreuk
Chris Klein
Krystal Vee
Michael Clarke Duncan

Producer: Patrick Aello, Ashok Amritraj

Production Company: Hyde Park Entertainment
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THE KILLING 
FIELDS

Synopsis

Sydney Schanberg is a New York Times 

journalist covering the civil war in Cambodia. 

Together with local representative Dith Pran, 

they cover some of the tragedy and madness 

of the war. When the American forces leave, 

Dith Pran sends his family with them, but 

stays behind himself to help Schanberg cover 

the event. As an American, Schanberg won't 

have any trouble leaving the country, but the 

situation is different for Pran; he's a local, and 

the Khmer Rouge are moving in. 

About the Director:

Roland Joffé was one of a number of 

directors who began a successful career at 

Granada Television , a regional television 

company in England, where he cut his teeth 

on popular soap operas like 'Coronation 

Street' and 'Crown Court'. He was asked to 

direct a prestigious BBC television play, but  

his previous attendance of meetings of the 

Workers' Revolution Party made him 

politically 'dangerous', and it was only the 

persistence of the producer that enabled 

him to win BBC approval. The play 'The 

Spongers' won the Prix Italia Award. With 

producer David Puttnam, Joffé directed two 

great British films 'The Killing Fields' and 

'The Mission'. However, his career suffered 

along with the decline of Goldcrest and the 

British film industry in general. His epic 

style was perhaps not an easy match with 

the new low-budget austerity of British 

film-making. His latest film 'Singularity' ran 

into financial troubles, which has delayed 

its release by two years.

Festival comment

Perhaps the word 'classic' is over-used in 

common vocabulary. But it is a perfectly 

appropriate term to use in regards to 'The 

Killing Fields'. War, atrocity and injustice are 

hard subjects to bring successfully to the 

screen, but by focusing on a single powerful 

relationship, Joffé makes the horrors of the 

Khmer Rouge era real to us. The actor Haing 

S. Ngor was himself a Khmer Rouge 

concentration camp survivor who lost his 

wife in childbirth in the camp, and worked 

as a doctor in a Thai refugee camp. He had 

no acting experience when he was cast in 

'The Killing Fields'. Tragically, while he 

survived the Khmer Rouge, he was shot 

dead in 1996, in Los Angeles by a street gang. 

He had apparently refused to hand over a 

locket containing a photo of his late wife.

CLASSIC

ACADEMY AWARD 

– BEST ACTOR IN A  

SUPPORTING ROLE

ACADEMY AWARD 

– BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

ACADEMY AWARD  

– BEST FILM EDITING

10 BAFTAS INCLUDING 

BEST ACTOR, BEST FILM 

AND BEST DIRECTION

The Killing Fields

Dir: Roland Joffé 
Writer: Bruce Robinson
1984
United Kingdom
141 mins.

Cast:
Sam Waterston
Haing S. Ngor
John Malkovich
Julian Sands

Producer: David Puttnam, Iain Smith

Production Company: Goldcrest Films International
Contact: info@parkcircus.com
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THE SCORPION KING 3:
BATTLE FOR REDEMPTION

Synopsis

Since his rise to power, Mathayus' kingdom 

has fallen. Now an assassin for hire, he must 

defend a kingdom from an evil tyrant and his 

ghost warriors for the chance to regain the 

power and glory he once knew. 

About the Director:

Roel Reiné was born in the Netherlands. 

After the success of his first film The 

Delivery (1999), Reiné visited the U.S. He 

had breakfast with Dutch director Paul 

Verhoeven, who told him, "you have to live 

here to make movies." Reiné made one more 

movie in The Netherlands before he moved 

to the States. He has directed seven movies 

intended for DVD and BluRay release, and 

has developed a reputation for raising the 

bar in this medium. He is also  Director of 

Photography and operates the main camera 

on all his films. He has incredible energy, 

achieving an incredible amount of set-ups 

in a short amount of time.

Festival comment

Making straight-to-video sequels is a 

tough endeavour. The resources are often 

significantly less than for the original film, 

the main actors have often moved on, and 

directors have to struggle to maintain the 

originality and freshness of the orginal 

film. 'The Scorpion King 3' manages not 

only to retain the light touch of the 

original film, but also to pack it with 

high-energy action and epic battle  

scenes. This is a rare chance to see it  

on the big screen.

THAI BIG SCREEN PREMIERE

The Scorpion King 3: Battle for Redemption

Dir: Roel Reiné 
Writer: Brendan Cowles and Shane Kuhn
2012
U.S.A.
105 mins.

Cast:
Dave Bautista
Victor Webster
Krystal Vee
Ron Perlman

Producer: Patti Jackson, Leslie Belzberg

Production Company: Universal 1440 
Entertainment
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THE MAN WITH THE 
GOLDEN GUN

Synopsis

The legendary British secret agent James 

Bond takes on one of his most deadly 

enemies, Scaramanga, a legendary hitman 

who kills people with his golden gun, and 

charges one million dollars for each job he 

carries out. When Bond hears that he will be 

Scaramanga's next target, he must try to find 

Scaramanga before Scaramanga finds him. 

About the Director:

Guy Hamilton, now retired, aged 91, led a 

very successful career. He began as an 

assistant director, working on such classics 

as 'The African Queen', 'The Third Man', 

and 'The Fallen Idol'. He directed a number 

of popular films,  including 'The Mirror 

Crack'd', 'Evil Under the Sun', and 'Battle  

of Britain'. But he is perhaps most 

well-known as the director of five James 

Bond films, two with Sean Connery and 

three with Roger Moore.

Festival comment

It was forty years ago that the world first 

saw the evil Scaramanga in his lair in a 

private island in Thailand. The island was 

Ko Tapu, 'tapu' meaning 'nail', obviously 

named because of the shape of the island, 

a sharp vertical spike, sticking out of the 

sea. Nowadays it is equally often known  

as 'James Bond Island'. The film is not only 

wonderfully fun, but it also is a great 

example of how a film can have an 

enormous impact on the tourism of  

a region.

CLASSIC

The Man with the Golden Gun

Dir: Guy Hamilton
Writer: Richard Maibaum, Tom Mankiewicz
1974
UK / USA
125 mins.

Cast:
Roger Moore
Christopher Lee
Brit Ekland

Producer: Albert R. Broccoli, Harry Saltzman

Production Company: Eon Productions
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THE LAZARUS 
PAPERS

Synopsis

In the deep jungles of South East Asia a blood 

thirsty mercenary Sebastian (Gary Daniels, 

THE EXPENDABLES) hunts for human 

victims to sell into slavery. In one operation  

he kills a peaceful local shaman – Aroon 

(DANNY TREJO) and his family. But Aroon's 

powers as a shaman are such that the next 

day he finds his life is restored to him. He has 

achieved immortality. However, without his 

family, Aroon does not desire this extraordi-

nary power, and his quest to understand and 

rid himself of the power leads him across the 

jungles and cities of Asia.

About the Director:

Jeremiah Hundley has pursued many 

artistic pursuits throughout his career. He 

studied Fine Art in university, studied 

acting with the Alabama Shakespearean 

Theatre, performed in plays at the Springer 

Opera House, and has worked as a 

keyboardist, DJ, and lyricist. 'The Lazarus 

Papers' was a highly personal project, 

which took an enormous amount of time 

and dedication.

Festival comment

The struggle to finance, produce and 

distribute an independent film is often 

very tough, and requires extraordinary 

dedication, passion and commitment. 

Jeremiah had produced only short films 

and music videos when he decided to make 

'The Lazarus Papers'. He was personally 

involved in every aspect of the film, 

producing, directing, writing, composing 

the music, and co-editing. Note that the 

version of the film which we are showing 

was retitled for foreign release as 'The 

Mercenary'. Other than that it is the 

original director's cut.

THAI BIG SCREEN PREMIERE

The Lazarus Papers
(also released as 'The Mercenary')

Dir: Jeremiah Hundley
Writer: Jeremiah Hundley
2008
U.S.A.
89 mins.

Cast:
Krystal Vee
Bai Ling
Gary Daniels
Danny Trejo

Producer: Daniel Zirilli

Production Company: Lunaflux Films
Contact: jeremiah.hundley@gmail.com
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THE WHITE STORM

Synopsis

Three friends have grown up together, and all 

joined the police force. Now, one of the 

friends leads the narcotics bureau, one works 

alongside him, and the third is an undercover 

agent. When they are assigned to catch a 

druglord operating out of Thailand, called the 

Eight-Faced Buddha, their friendship, their 

careers, and their lives are put at risk.

About the Director:

Benny Chan started his career as an 

assistant director at television channel  

– TVB. He started directing in 1990, and 

his first film 'A Moment of Romance', 

starring Andy Lau, was extremely 

well-received. He very quickly rose to be 

one Hong Kong's most respected directors, 

specialising in big-budget action. 'New 

Police Story', starring Jackie Chan, won a 

number of awards and was a box office hit. 

He has directed twenty feature films.  

'The White Storm' is his latest, which he 

also produced and wrote. 

Festival comment

There is a long tradition of Hong Kong 

action films coming to shoot in Thailand, 

going back to 'The Big Boss' starring Bruce 

Lee. In 'The White Storm', Benny Chan 

brings his skills at the large scale gunfight 

to Thailand, and proves that he is truly one 

of the greatest action directors currently 

working. The match with Thailand's great 

locations and its dedicated stunt performers 

and action choreographers works perfectly.

THAI PREMIERE

The White Storm

Dir: Benny Chan
Writer: Benny Chan, Manfred Wong
China / Hong Kong
2013
140 mins.

Cast:
Sean Lau
Louis Koo
Nick Cheung
Treechada Petcharat

Producer: Benny Chan, Daniel Lam, Stephen Lam

Production Company: Universe Entertainment
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TOMORROW 
NEVER DIES

Synopsis

James Bond must deal with a new breed of 

enemy in 'Tomorrow Never Dies', when he 

comes up against Elliot Carver, a multi-mil-

lionaire media tycoon, who uses the power 

and influence of his empire to destabilize the 

world, with the aim of gaining an important 

foothold in the Chinese market. Bond must 

work together with a beautiful Chinese secret 

agent to stop global warfare.

About the Director:

Roger Spottiswoode was born in Canada, 

but grew up in Britain, and  trained there as 

an editor under the great John Bloom. He 

edited 'Straw Dogs' and 'Pat Garrett and 

Billy the Kid' for Sam Peckinpah, before 

making the move to directing. He has 

directed a number of extremely successful 

films, including 'Air America' for which he 

also shot in Thailand, 'Under Fire', and 'The 

6th Day' with Arnold Schwarzenegger. 

Festival comment

'Tomorrow Never Dies' is the eighteenth 

film in the James Bond series, and the 

second to star Pierce Brosnan. After the 

filmmakers were denied permission to 

shoot in Vietnam, Thailand came to the 

rescue. Scenes of Saigon were actually shot 

in Bangkok, and 'Ha Long Bay' was 

actaully Phuket. One of the great action 

moments of the film is when Brosnan and 

Michelle Yeoh descend on an enormous 

banner on the side of a skyscraper. The 

skyscraper was Bangkok's Banyan Tree 

Hotel. A well-written and topical villain, 

beatiful ladies and some great action 

scenes make this a fun film to watch.

CLASSIC

Tomorrow Never Dies

Dir: Roger Spottiswoode
Writer: Bruce Feirstein
1997
UK / USA
119 mins.

Cast:
Pierce Brosnan
Jonathan Pryce
Michelle Yeoh
Teri Hatcher

Producer: Barbara Broccoli, Michael G. Wilson

Production Company: Danjaq
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OUT OF INFERNO (3D)

Synopsis

On the hottest day in 50 years, a serious fire 

incident happened to a busy commercial tower, 

a gaggle of fire fighters with an indestructible 

enthusiasm are going to save lives. 

About the Directors:

Oxide and Danny Pang are twin brothers, 

who have directed many of their films 

together. Oxide started his film career as a 

telecine colorist at Kantana in Bangkok. 

Whilst both have independent careers, 

they have joined up on eleven films, 

including the highly successful 'The Eye' 

and 'Bangkok Dangerous' starring Nicholas 

Cage, a remake of their own 1999 film. 

Festival comment

Last year, Oxide Pang joined us at the 

festival, and talked about the reasons why 

he so often shoots in Thailand. He used 'Out 

of Inferno' as an example of a film which 

was far easier to shoot in Thailand. He said 

that it would be extremely difficult to set 

fire to real buildings in Hong Kong or 

China, with a number of logistic and 

bureaucratic obstacles. He said that the 

ingenuity and flexibility of Thai crews 

makes the impossible become possible. The 

Pang brothers have made many of their 

films in Thailand, and we are pleased to be 

able to show 'Out of Inferno', their latest 

film. 'Out of Inferno' will be presented in 3d.

THAI PREMIERE

Out of Inferno (3d)

Dir: Oxide Pang, Danny Pang
Writer: Oxide Pang, Danny Pang, Kam-Yuen Szeto
China / Hong Kong
2013
107 mins.

Cast:
Sean Lau
Louis Koo
Sinje Lee

Producer: Alvin Lam, Oxide Pang, Danny Pang

Production Company: Universe Entertainment
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TRAFFICKER

Synopsis

Two young Vietnamese brothers are the sole 

survivors of a botched human smuggling trip 

to Australia. Growing up in Australia they face 

prejudice and bullying, and can rely only on 

each other for support. After running away 

from school, the elder brother becomes 

involved with a criminal gang, and starts to get 

involved in illegal and dangerous business, little 

realizing the terrible price that will be paid.

About the Director:

Larry Smith is a renowned cinematogra-

pher, who began a relationship with 

Stanley Kubrick on 'Barry Lyndon', going 

on to be Gaffer on 'The Shining' and 

cinematographer on 'Eyes Wide Shut'. He 

has been Director of Photography on three 

films by Nicolas Winding Refn, contribut-

ing significantly to the distinctive and 

stylish look of Refn's films. His work on 

'Only God Forgives' (also in the festival) 

attracted widespread praise. 'Trafficker' is 

his first film as director. 

Festival comment

It must surely be significant that Larry 

Smith has had an ongoing close and 

creative relationship with two of the most 

influential directors of their respective eras 

– Kubrick and Refn. It seems only natural 

that he would be inspired to direct his own 

film. We are extremely pleased that he has 

chosen to show his directorial debut 

'Trafficker' for the first time here at the 

festival. It is perhaps an unusual film to be 

shot in Thailand, since not a single scene in 

the film is set in Thailand. The plot moves 

from Australia to Vietnam to Sydney, and 

Smith uses Thailand to double for these 

countries quite effectively and ingeniously. 

WORLD PREMIERE

Trafficker

Dir: Larry Smith
Writer: Ken Kwek
2013
United Kingdom
79 mins.

Cast:
Guy Ratchanot Suprakob
Amanda Donohoe
Vithaya Pansringarm
Krystal Vee

Producer: Charles Salmon, Larry Smith, Martin 
Vestergaard

Production Company: Viewfinder
Contact: mvesterg@gmail.com
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NINJA: 
SHADOW OF A TEAR

Synopsis

Fight everyone and trust no one: it's the code 

of survival practiced by martial arts master 

Casey Bowman (Scott Adkins) after his life of 

domestic bliss is shattered by a savage act of 

violence. With the help of his friend 

Nakabara (Kane Kosugi), the fearless 

American retrains his responses and elevates 

his battle skills to seek justice for his wife's 

murder. Casey stealthily tracks the man 

responsible on his mission of vengeance, but 

just when he has his prey cornered, an 

unexpected twist forces him to see even those 

closest to him as enemies. In the ultimate 

confrontation, Casey must reflect on his 

teachings to become an invisible warrior 

worthy of the title Ninja.

About the Director:

Born in Israel to Holocaust-survivor 

parents, Isaac often went to the movies as a 

child. When he saw a matinee showing of 

Sergio Leone's The Good, the Bad and The 

Ugly, he was immediately hooked. He went 

to Tel-Aviv University to attain a degree in 

Film & Television. His graduating film, 

'Farewell, Terminator', was awarded Grand 

prize in the Mograbee Film Festival. Isaac is 

himself an extremely skilled martial artist, 

having trained since he was 13 years old. 

Moving to America to pursue his film-mak-

ing career, he directed his first feature, 

'Desert Kickboxer'. Despite its hectic 

sixteen-day schedule and ultra-low budget, 

Isaac's inspired direction was so impressive 

that HBO bought the film. Since then, he 

has worked steadily as a director in film and 

television, and he continues to impress 

people with his creative visual style. 

Festival comment

What was perhaps initially intended as a 

straight-to-video franchise sequel has 

gained attention from action film fans, 

critics, and festivals around the world. This 

is a great old-fashioned fight film – with 

superbly choreographed action scenes in 

which martial arts achieves a precision and 

grace that is almost balletic. A skilled 

martial artist himself, director Florentine 

knows exactly where to put the camera to 

catch the full impact of the action, and thus 

does not have to resort to fast, choppy edits 

from a multitude of angles. This is a 

refreshing addition to the action/martial 

arts genre. Both director Florentine and 

action star Scott Adkins must surely have a 

bright future. This is a highly enjoyable 

film, that makes maximum use not only of 

Thailand's great locations, but also its 

skilled stunt and action teams.

THAI PREMIERE

Ninja: Shadow of a Tear

Dir: Isaac Florentine
Writer: David N. White, Michael Hurst, Boaz 
Davidson
U.S.A.
2013
95 mins.

Cast:
Scott Adkins
Kane Kosugi
Tim Man 
Vithaya Pansringarm

Producer: Boaz Davidson, Frank DeMartini, 
Tom Waller

Production Company: Millennium Films
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SECRET SHARER

Synopsis

On a rusting cargo ship in the South China 

Sea, it's the young Polish captain's first 

command. His mutinous Chinese crew 

suspect him and his unscrupulous Boss of 

planning to scuttle the ship for an insurance 

scam. When the crew abandon ship, the 

young captain is left alone on board, helpless, 

anchored in a bay. That night while waiting 

anxiously on deck, he finds a naked body 

floating in the sea below, tangled up in the 

ship's rope ladder. Pulling the ladder, the 

captain discovers a Chinese woman in 

distress. She climbs on board, saying only 

"Hide me". Dawn comes a few hours later and 

so does a search party, looking for a 

murderer... Inspired by Joseph Conrad's  

"The Secret Sharer"

About the Director:

Peter studied Economics at Cambridge 

University and started his working life as a 

banker. But his passion has always been for 

feature films, so his career in banking was 

mercifully short. As an Executive or Associ-

ate Producer, Peter has been involved with 

a number of films including 'Bugs 3d in 

Imax', 'The Last September', and 'Hysteria'. 

In 1985, Peter and his wife Henrietta set up 

their own production company, Premiere 

Productions which is still in the business  

of feature film production and finance. 

In 2005, the film 'Tsotsi' which Peter 

produced, won the Academy Award for 

Best Feature Film in a Foreign Language.

'Secret Sharer' is his first film as director 

and screenwriter.

Festival comment

We are delighted to be able to screen 

'Secret Sharer' in a special preview – the 

first time it has been shown publicly. 

Originally, the film was due to film in 

China, and would have received a 

substantial grant to assist with production 

costs. However, the Chinese censors 

insisted on drastic alterations to the 

script. Refusing to see his vision compro-

mised, Peter Fudakowski rejected the 

finance, and it appeared that the film 

would not get made. It was only when 

Peter discovered Thailand, that the film 

was able to reach production.

SPECIAL PREVIEW

Secret Sharer

Dir: Peter Fudakowski 
Writer: Peter Fudakowski 
2014
Poland/U.K.
102 mins.

Cast:
Jack Laskey
Zhu Zhu

Producer: Peter Fudakowski, Tom Waller

Production Company: Premiere Productions
Contact: isabel@premiereproductions.co.uk
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As part of the Thailand International Film 

Destination Festival 2014, Thailand will be 

hosting this very special film event.

Over one hundred film-makers from across 

the globe will have the opportunity to fly to 

Thailand and make a short film.

An official event, sponsored by the Thailand 

Film Office, Department of Tourism, the 

competing teams will be provided with return 

flights, four nights accommodation, a 'budget' 

of 30,000 Thai Baht (approx $1,000), a local 

production assistant, and professional 

production support. Also, the winning films 

will receive prizes totaling  1.2 million Thai 

Baht (approx $30,000.) 

Each team will comprise two film-makers, 

who will be challenged to see who has the 

imagination, creativity, resourcefulness, and 

ingenuity to be able to research, travel, and 

make a film in a new and unfamiliar country 

in a limited time.

This will be a fine opportunity for the 

participating teams to meet film-makers from 

across the world, to share ideas and learn 

from the different cultures, and to visit the 

extraordinary Kingdom of Thailand.

Starting 19th April, the chosen filmmakers 

from across the world will gather in 

Thailand and prepare for the challenge  

of their lives. Over the next seven days,  

they will spread across Thailand in 56  

teams and each make a short film.  

They must find the subject; actors or 

interviewees, take on all the technical  

roles, and edit the film to a deadline on  

27th April.

This is the second year that this event has 

taken place as part of the Thailand Interna-

tional Film Destination Festival.

All of last year's films, including the winners 

can be seen at:

http://www.youtube.com/user/TIFDF2013

EXCLUSIVE: LOCATION REPORT

As part of the Thailand 
International Film Destination 
Festival 2014, Thailand will  
be hosting this very special 
film event.

THE AMAZING 
THAILAND FILM 
CHALLENGE 
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KRYSTAL VEE
One of the stars of the festival this year is 

Thailand's own Krystal Vee. She appears in 

four of the films in festival, and the festival 

film program charts her rising career from 

her first performance in 'Street Fighter: the 

Legend of Chun-Li' to her first leading role in 

'The Lazarus Papers', to her all-action role in 

'The Scorpion King 3', and lastly her role in 

Larry Smith's 'Trafficker'. 

Born in Thailand, she now lives in Los 

Angeles, and just as she was packing her  

bags to join us at the festival, we caught  

up with her.

Tell us about your upbringing. You spent a lot 

of time outside the country, I believe?

That's right. My father was a diplomat, and  

he was posted to Russia. So I spent a total of 

about six years there. It was a fascinating 

time. Russia and America weren't getting 

along. I was studying in the international 

school, very much in the American world.  

We often had to face protesters. We even  

had paint-balls thrown at us. 

It sounds like a good start for a future  

action star.

Well, I was a very daring child, a real little 

rascal. I was jumping off springboards and 

cracking my head open, putting my finger in 

electric sockets, constantly up to mischief. I 

became very athletic. I loved horseback 

riding. I was a dancer. That's really helped me 

in my work when I've had to perform action 

scenes. I've always picked up the martial arts 

moves very quickly. 

How did you get into acting?

I loved studying theatre at school in Russia. I 

flew to Milan with a school production. Then 

when we moved back to Thailand, I started 

modelling. I thought 'I can do that. It's easy. I 

can look pretty in front of the camera'. While 

I was still at school, I was 'discovered' by 

Kantana, the biggest television production 

company, and was signed to act in sitcoms and 

television dramas. I'm really grateful to 

Kantana for giving me that first break. I 

started out specialising as the 'lovable loser'.  

I was always falling in love and failing to get 

FESTIVAL PERSONALITY

INTERVIEW
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the guy. Then I started working on the 

Channel 7 dramas, and got to play bad girls.  

It also was my first experience performing 

action scenes. I had to learn basic Muay Thai 

boxing. That time in television taught me a lot 

– particularly discipline. In television, you're 

up very early, working till you can barely 

keep your eyes open, while still trying to look 

fresh on camera, learning dialogue quickly, 

running to change costume. You learn that  

it really requires hard work. And it was 

always particularly hard for me because  

the television dramas are based around  

long dialog scenes, and having spent so  

much time overseas, my Thai language  

skills had suffered.

The first film you appeared in was 'Street 

Fighter: The Legend of Chun-Li'. How did  

that happen?

After my contract with Kantana ended, I 

decided to pursuing modelling work, and 

travelled to China. But I really didn't fit into 

the modelling world. Rather than just 

smiling for the camera, I missed the acting 

side of it. But then when 'Street Fighter' 

came, it was amazing. I couldn't believe it 

was happening. I was acting which I loved, 

acting in English, it was a Hollywood movie 

and I was doing it in my home country 

Thailand. How could this be possible? Then  

I started to realize that there were a lot of 

international movies made in Thailand, so I 

dedicated myself to pursuing these. 

'Lazarus Papers' was your first leading role. 

How was that?

It was both fun and nerve-wracking. I really 

wanted it. The director was so talented,  

and I fell in love with the script. But the 

audition process was so competitive. I knew 

that I was up against a lot of other talented 

people. But I got the role, and it became a 

massive learning experience. I sort of grew 

up while making that film. It was then that  

I realized that acting was what I wanted to 

do with my life.

Did you train at all?

Yes. I started to take workshops and acting 

lessons. On one of these workshops I met the 

casting director Ivy Isenberg. Later I heard 

that she was casting 'Scorpion King 3' and 

emailed her. They had been intending to cast 

the role out of the US, but she got me to put a 

scene on tape, and passed it on to the director, 

who liked it and gave me the role. That's when 

I had to get fit. I was working out for hours 

every day, drinking protein shakes, and 

watching Gong Li movies to pick up tech-

nique. The director, Roel, works really fast, 

and there was never any time to relax. We 

were on set the whole time. It was really fun 

learning from the Thai stunt and action 

teams. Those guys are mostly from up-coun-

try, and they haven't learned at stunt-schools, 

but they bring with them the knowledge of 

Thai boxing from centuries ago. It's just in 

their blood. They're now getting world 

famous for their work. 

Moving on to your latest film in Thailand, 

'Trafficker', you were working with Larry 

Smith, a well-known cinematographer 

making his directorial debut. How was that?

I remember sitting down with him for our 

first 'actor-director talk', and I had to ask him, 

'Are you sure this is your first time directing a 

feature?'. He just seems to have that natural 

ability of how to talk to actors. I remember 

playing a scene in the courtroom, and he 

played classical music to himself to inspire the 

mood of the scene. Larry has a very beautiful 

and romantic side to him, something that you 

might not realize when you first meet him. 

Now you're in Los Angeles. How's it going?

It's great just to be immersed in this commu-

nity which is totally about film. I love it. I'm 

taking a lot of acting classes, voice classes, 

learning breathing techniques, dance classes. 

I'm very happy. I'm doing what I love. Of 

course I miss Thailand. And that's why I was 

so happy to be able to come back to the 

festival. I don't like to be away for too long. 

Thailand will always be part of me. 




